Introducing our latest addition.
Our new Model 2006 has a 200 µl reservoir, 6 week duration at 0.15 µl/hr.

Test your hypotheses – not your research tools. ALZET® pumps are proven technology; more than 10,000 published studies demonstrate their reliable use to deliver a wide range of test agents. We now offer 12 pump models designed to infuse from 1 day to 6 weeks in animals from small mice to large cattle. No batteries to fail or software to learn; use the peace of mind and extra time to design your next study.

With ALZET Catheters – test your drug’s effects nearly anywhere.
If you choose to use a catheter, such as for IV or targeted delivery, select from among 10 different ALZET catheters. Designed with your methods in mind, these catheters include features such as suture anchors and specially sized tips to streamline your surgeries. Connect a catheter to any ALZET pump and deliver the agent right to the target site. Determine whether your compound has the effect you predicted, while avoiding drug side effects that can result from systemic dosing.

Visit alzet.com for more information on our two newest pumps, or references in your area of interest. Or, contact us directly for more details by phone (877-922-5938) or e-mail (alzetcs@durect.com).
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